
We provide the electro(mecha)nics.

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/
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ABOUT ELEKTROSIL

Intelligent Developments with Tradition

Your Solution Partner for Ideas, Solutions and Products

Management and Team

With passion and a wide understanding of 
engineering Elektrosil realises complex and 
customised system solutions 
within the area of electronic 
system components and 
electromechanics.

Established in Hamburg in 
1977 – initially as a GbR and 
since 1983 as a GmbH – we 
successfully support leading 
enterprises on their way to optimise their 
differentiation within the market – e. g. 

with input for innovative and cost-effective 
product developments and optimisations 

as well as perfectly integrable 
components. Beyond system 
solutions with all-round service, we 
also distribute high-end system and 
electromechanical components, 
complementing our engineering 
spectrum. Upon request we 
moreover combine expertise from 
other product areas to offer you the 

highest quality solutions possible.

We see ourselves as a one-stop company:  
In close cooperation with our clients, we 
develop tailor-made ideas and solutions 
where consulting, 
engineering, design-in, 
production, technical 
support as well as 
storage options and 
logistics play an 
important role throughout  
the entire work-flow.

As an all-round supplier we provide 
a diversified product range of input 
and output systems, drive engineering, 

embedded systems, 
cooling solutions, power 
supplies and connection 
technologies.

We operate in all these 
areas with highly qualified and certified 
production partners to offer our clients 
technically and economically optimised 
solutions.

Elektrosil is managed by shareholders 
Manfredo Mirabella-Greco and Eduard 
Lucke. Client management is coordinated  
from the headquarters in Hamburg and also 
from Nuremberg, Germany. Furthermore 
Elektrosil is represented by two subsidiaries 
of MCS Micronic Computer Systeme GmbH 
in Berlin (headquarters/development) 

and Wernberg (production). A team of 
more than 80 employees manages all 
projects from innovation to logistics. 
In Germany and best-cost countries, 
qualified employees ensure certified quality 
management for all production processes. 

Based on first-rate 
interdisciplinary 
engineering and profound 
expertise, Elektrosil 
develops customised 
solutions for highest demands. 
That is how we support our clients 
to differentiate themselves within 
their market segments,  
e. g. through innovation, 
profitability and usability.

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/about-elektrosil/
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More Efficient Together

Modern Engineering within all Areas

Smart solutions for electronic and 
electromechanical developments are often based 
on the combination of diverse product groups.   
As such we incorporate a broad 
range of engineering domains in 
our solutions.

Product areas such as connection 
technologies or power supplies with 
specific circuit board designs prove 
an essential parameter on the way 
to intelligent solutions and to the 
benefit of our clients: concerning 
efficiency in production, design possibilities or 
brief time to market. 

With a lot of experience and sound industry 
knowledge, our engineers realise intelligent and 
future-proof solutions for drive engineering, 
displays, embedded systems, cooling solutions, 
power supplies, keypads, thermal printers, 
touchscreens and connection technology.

The quality of our work has a strong foundation: 
Our product teams are aware of both the 
technical challenges as well as the possibilities 
within their field of experience.

Touchscreens
PAGE 12–13

Power Supplies
PAGE 16–17

Connection  
Technology
PAGE 20–21

Thermal Printers
PAGE 18–19

About Elektrosil
Development & Production
PAGE 2–8

Displays &  
System Integration
PAGE 14–15

Keypads
PAGE 9

Drive Engineering
PAGE 22

Cooling Solutions
PAGE 23

Embedded Systems
PAGE 10–11
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DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION

Development
Creative Know-how for Individual 
Technologies

Elektrosil develops and realises ideas 
based on clients’ needs – for both, 
systems and applications. As a solution 
partner, we concentrate on the technical 
feasibility under difficult conditions. We 
know the challenges of your industry 
and realise customised solutions with 
versatile and profound engineering 
knowledge. 

We ensure the high performance and 
longevity of our developments through 
our certified quality management. The 
entire value added chain up to the final 
product is realised economically and 
transparently.

As our client you benefit from our broad 
interdisciplinary know-how, that we revert 
to when developing manifold electronic and 
electromechanical applications and systems. Your 
requirements are always the base for our ideas.

In accordance with our product range, we 
offer the development of customised products 
and solutions within the areas of displays, 
embedded systems, cooling solutions, power 
supplies, keypads, thermal printers, touchscreens 
and connection technology. Based on clients’ 
requests we realise any possible designs.

We implement mechanical constructions 
with the help of Auto-CAD and CATIA 
V5. Thanks to the recent method of rapid 
prototyping, we are able to provide precise 
and functional models. In addition we also 
develop the required documentation.

Within the area of software development, 
Elektrosil offers micro processor-based 
development based on 8, 16 and 32 bits. 
As a Microchip Authorized Design Partner, 
we support our clients fast and efficiently.

We Provide Solutions for Specific Tasks

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/development/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/development/
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Production
Individual and Tailored to Your Industry

Quality Management
Tested Partners and Products  
for Ideal Solutions

Logistics
Economically – from Packaging to Storage

Elektrosil offers customised products for  
almost all types of electronic applications. Within 
all engineering areas of our diverse product 
spectrum – and interdisciplinary if needed – we 
realise your specific ideas and develop individual 
production processes optimally tailored for your 
industry specific needs.

From the Smallest Component 
up to the Final Product

To perfectly meet your requirements, we 
collaborate with specialised expert partners.

Based on our development competence, we  
cover production and testing of electronic 
assemblies in SMD or wired technology as well as 
the installation of assemblies and devices. This 
also includes final assembly and testing.

Another significant part of our production  
services are cable assemblies. 

Within our supply chain management we 
conduct regular checks of our suppliers for 
constant advancement and optimisation. 
We ensure the choice of the best possible 
supplier for all Elektrosil products – customised 
or standard – and also that a strict quality 
control and supervision is implemented 
throughout the entire duration of the project.

Test Procedures and Approvals

On demand we test products towards specific 
characteristics. In our test facilities in Hamburg 
and Taiwan/China, we conduct standards 
testing according to DIN, TÜV, VDE and further 
specifications. Therefore we make use of our 
large assortment of testing equipment.

We cover the entire process of approval 
procedures for new products including 
the exchange with the relevant bodies.

We are able to track all processes of our 
production through our traceability concept. 
Our network of production partners is based 
on long-term business relationships which we 
are constantly developing and optimising.

We offer extensive services for controlling and 
securing the entire product delivery chain.

We apply Kanban processes with the aim 
of efficient resource planning to control 
production as economically and efficiently as 
possible. Through Ship to Line we support our 
clients effectively within the area of logistics 
and offer maximum service security through 
consignment warehouses. Stock quantity is 
handled according to min/max processing.

Our service further offers extended goods 
inwards inspection, optimised packaging 
(i.e. ESD, bar codes or ecological packaging) 
or kitting based on clients’ demands.

We also provide the possibility 
of self-billing processes.

 + Extended goods inwards inspection

 + Optimised packaging: 
ESD, bar code, ecological 
packaging etc.

 + Kitting based on clients’ demands

 + Consignment warehouses

 + Kanban processes

 + Min/max processing

 + Self-billing processes

 + Ship to Line

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/production/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/quality-management/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/logistics/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/production/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/quality-management/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/development-production/logistics/
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WE COMPLETE SYSTEMS

General Industries Automotive Medical Technology

Many of our clients set benchmarks 
within their business environment  
– therefore they need an established 
partner.

With our passion for smart  
technologies we build and  
develop solutions for your needs  
– specific and in the highest quality. 
We accompany you from concept  
to completion. 

Robustness and effectiveness mark the 
functionality of powerful industrial applications. 
To fulfil the complex demands of this broad 
industry, Elektrosil develops customised 
technologies as well as assemblies and system 
solutions for devices, plants, machines and 
industrial computers. This includes solutions 
to measure, control and regulate and building 
automation. Thus you can make use of your 
technology in the best possible way.

Interdisciplinary Solutions

We extensively advise you on appropriate 
system solutions – with the knowledge 
of all products required. One of our main 
areas of expertise is the integration of 
interfaces, which have been developed for 
optimal cable and connection solutions.

We support our clients with interdisciplinary 
engineering to set benchmarks within 
different areas: from premium providers 
for innovative house calling systems to 
leading technology enterprises for control 
engineering. From innovative power supplies 
up to display solutions for SPS controls.

You can find our success stories 
in general industries here:
elektrosil.com/en/general-industries

You can find our success 
stories in automotive here:
elektrosil.com/en/automotive

You can find our success stories 
in medical technology here:
elektrosil.com/en/medical-technology

A drive for innovation and strong global 
competition – the automotive industry is 
a challenging market environment. With 
intelligent system solutions, Elektrosil serves as a 
professional partner in this sector. 

Creative Customised Solutions

We support automotive manufacturers in 
development and construction. With our resident 
engineering and being a Tier1 supplier, we offer 
OEMs the possibility to accompany development 
processes on-site in order to individually meet 
demand.

In the automotive industry we develop 
customised hardware and software. One of our 
main focuses of previous projects are efficient 
cooling concepts. These include the cooling of on-
board entertainment and seat climate control. 

To optimally structure development processes, we 
focus on effective project and time management. 
Based on our quality management we constantly 
track the optimisation of our products and 
services. We are certified according to industry 
specific regulations.

There are special quality demands with strict 
regulations for the operation of medical 
technology for diagnostics and therapy. 
Elektrosil proves as a reliable partner for medical 
technology, having a track record of strong 
industry know-how within this sensitive area. 

Safe Solutions

We develop customised solutions for your system 
which fulfil all quality standards for medical 
technology. We confidently master the practice 
with all norms and safety aspects. We handle 
all necessary preparations for a successful 
approval of newly developed applications. 

Our special focus in medical technology 
is the development of power 
supplies for medical devices.

Your Industry is Familiar Ground to Us

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/medical-technology/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/medical-technology/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/medical-technology/
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Vending/POS POI Domestic Appliances

You can find our success stories 
in POS/vending here:
elektrosil.com/en/vending

You can find our success 
stories in POI here:
elektrosil.com/en/poi

You can find our success stories 
in domestic appliances here:
elektrosil.com/en/domestic-appliances

Kiosk systems and POS terminals are the direct 
connection to customers. Their functionality is of 
crucial importance. Being a professional partner 
for POS/vending, Elektrosil delivers reliable and 
vandalism safe technologies. 

Integrated Solutions

We develop tailor-made system solutions 
for kiosks and POS terminals as well 
as applications for vending. We also 
realise their integration holistically:

We provide interface design – including 
interfaces for data transfer – to make sure 
that all peripheral devices are perfectly 
controllable. We optimise every application 
using our interdisciplinary know-how.

The fields of application for our products 
and POS-concepts are manifold. We 
deliver all essential components for kiosk 
systems – excluding payment technology. 
In addition to control devices we also offer 
optimal HMI solutions, power supplies 
and connection technology and realise 
printer solutions for ticketing. 

Providing smart information concepts, Points 
of Information allow to address customers and 
prospects in a targeted way. Elektrosil develops 
intelligent input technologies for complex 
information stations/multimedia platforms which 
stand out through best possible usability. 

User-friendly Solutions

We advise you on human-machine interfaces and 
the optimal technology for your system. We use 
our long-standing know-how when optimising 
POIs within the area of touch technologies.

From training computers for sports devices up to 
touch tables with educational functions for public 
institutions – we develop smart technical 
solutions for many areas of use. 

Longevity and low energy costs characterise 
modern products for home appliances.  
By providing intelligent concepts, Elektrosil 
supports manufacturers to develop high-class 
household appliances, which are easy to use.

Sophisticated Solutions

We develop customised system solutions for 
household appliances. With our know-how in 
project and time management we structure 
challenging processes effectively. We also ensure  
the ability to supply our products for a long time 
period.

One of our core focuses is the application of 
ventilation and drive engineering.

Due to effective process control 
through our quality management  
we ensure effective operational  
procedures and a totally reliable 
production and delivery processes. 

For decades Elektrosil combines 
engineering know-how with efficient  
multidisciplinarity. Our products and 
system solutions complete applica-
tions for the following segments:

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/SUCCESS-STORIES

Sit safely at high speed – functional switch  
units for individual seat adjustment

Reliable display for rough environments

Cable solutions with know-how:  
complex demands for cashier systems

Embedded System as a training partner:  
personalised workout

From power supply to approval: customised 
power supplies for premium bell systems

Customised motor solutions for more  
performance and a longer life cycle

Effective touch solution: longevity and  
full performance

Millimetre precise printer integration:  
customised modification for parking machines

Complex motor development:  
Air circulation for ovens 

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/key-pads

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/displays

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/connection-technology

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/embedded-systems

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/power-supplies

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/drive-engineering

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/touchscreens

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/thermal-printers

elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/cooling-solutions

Keypads

Displays

Connection Technology

Embedded Systems

Power Supplies

Drive Engineering

Touchscreens

Thermal Printers

Cooling Solutions

“One switch for seat adjustment – ergonomic 
and aesthetically pleasing. That's when I 
called Elektrosil.”

”We needed TFT displays which can operate 
under toughest conditions. That’s when I 
called Elektrosil.”

”My client said: ,One cable for everything!‘  
That’s when I called Elektrosil.”

“We needed an embedded system solution 
to be constantly used at the fitness studio. 
That’s when I called Elektrosil.”

“The housing design of the bell system was  
done but there was no space left for the  
power supply. That’s when I called Elektrosil.“

“An engine with optimised life cycle?
That’s when I called Elektrosil.“

“We wanted a fast reacting touchscreen  
for almost every input possible. That’s when 
I called Elektrosil.”

“Our machines have to be totally reliable 
when printing. That’s when I called 
Elektrosil.”

“Hot air in the oven wasn't the only point: 
The stream was essential. That’s when I 
called Elektrosil.”

ELEKTROSIL SOLUTIONS IN PRACTICE

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/safely-seated-at-high-speed/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/tft-display/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/cable-solution-with-know-how/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/embedded-system-as-training-partner/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/from-the-power-supply-to-approval/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/dc-motor/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/touch-systems/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/millimetre-accurate-printer-integration-customised-modification-for-automatic-parking-ticket-machines/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/complex-motor-development/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Keypads
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Displays
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Connection%20Technology
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Embedded%20Systems
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Power%20Supplies
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Drive%20Engineering
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Touchscreens
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Thermal%20Printers
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Cooling%20Solutions
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/safely-seated-at-high-speed/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/tft-display/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/cable-solution-with-know-how/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/embedded-system-as-training-partner/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/from-the-power-supply-to-approval/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/dc-motor/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/touch-systems/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/millimetre-accurate-printer-integration-customised-modification-for-automatic-parking-ticket-machines/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/complex-motor-development/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Keypads
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Displays
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Connection%20Technology
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Embedded%20Systems
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Power%20Supplies
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Drive%20Engineering
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Touchscreens
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Thermal%20Printers
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Cooling%20Solutions
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/automotive/safely-seated-at-high-speed/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/tft-display/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/cable-solution-with-know-how/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/poi/embedded-system-as-training-partner/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/general-industries/from-the-power-supply-to-approval/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/dc-motor/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/touch-systems/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/vending-pos/millimetre-accurate-printer-integration-customised-modification-for-automatic-parking-ticket-machines/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/domestic-appliances/complex-motor-development/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/KEYPADS

KEYPADS Elektrosil 
develops 
functional and 

perfectly shaped keypads 
design for the particular field 
of application whether it 
be for industry, automotive, 
medical or consumer 
appliances. Thanks to our 
interdisciplinary engineering 
expertise and profound 
market knowledge we 
realise input units for the 

most complex demands. 
Based on transfer of know-
how between our product 
departments, we develop 
i.e. complete solutions with 
injection-moulding cases. 
We accompany you from 
the first idea all the way 
to production – and right 
from the start we consider 
possible cost benefits in the 
manufacturing process.

Customised Keypads  
and Front Membrane

Customised Silicone-rubber 
Keypads Capacitive Keypads

• Tactile feedback through metal  
or polydome keys 

• Several embossing techniques

• Integrated LEDs

• IP68 protection class possible

• ESD shielding

• Insertion pockets

• Key finishing through high gloss coating

• Night design through several technologies

• Digital printing

• Abrasion protection through 
PU or epoxy coating

• Combination of circuit board or  
operator positioning based on polyester

• Contact pills with coating made of 
several material combinations

• Different shore hardnesses 
and 2-shore-technology

• Night design through laser etching

• Surface finishing and plastic caps

As modern operation surfaces capacitive keypads 
offer numerous possibilities in regard to design 
and function. Elektrosil realises customization in 
different designs – using acrylics, front 
membranes or glass covers. The integration of 
sliders and wheels is optionally possible.

Your Benefits with Elektrosil
Technical advice from design-in to  
after-sales service

Customised development and production

Realisation of prototypes, pre-series and 
small series

Development and production of silicone-
rubber keypads with corresponding circuit 
board mounted with LEDs or I2C bus for 
system integration

Keypads for several operation areas

Capacitive keypads  
with glass cover front

Customised keypads  
with housing

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/key-pads

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/keypads/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/keypads/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/keypads/membrane-keypads/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/keypads/silicone-rubber-keypads/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/keypads/capacitive-keypads/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Keypads
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Keypads
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EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/EMBEDDED-SYSTEMS

Elektrosil supports you 
in embedded systems 
with profound know-how.

We develop and realise effective  
and powerful hardware and software 
for different types of applications – 
optimised for your requirements and 
your environment.

In order to deliver the best possible 
solution, we combine know-how 
from different product areas.

Computer on Modules Single Board Computer

We are official sales and solutions partner of 
congatec AG in the area of COMs. Our portfolio 
includes industrial high quality computer modules 
as well as best-in-class support. We provide 
modules on demand – with a computing power 
capacity of 500 MHz to over 2.7 GHz and 
selectable interfaces.

• ETX®

• XTX™

• COM Express® Type 2

• COM Express® Type 6

• COM Express® Type 10

• Qseven®

• µQseven

• Fully Custom Designs

Single Board Computers are ready-to-use 
embedded platforms. Our portfolio includes SBCs 
in the form factors Thin Mini-ITX and Pico-ITX. 

Thanks to the low overall height of the Thin 
Mini-ITX boards they are perfectly suited for flat 
housings, such as in HMI applications, for 
example. 

The performance classes available range from the 
latest processor generation in the x86 range to 
the latest ARM processor generation and on to 
include state-of-the-art AMD processors. Both 
passively cooled and actively cooled solutions can 
be realised with a short time-to-market.

• Thin Mini-ITX

• Pico-ITX

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/computer-on-modules/
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Your Benefits with Elektrosil
One-stop shop

Life cycle management

Flexibility in service and delivery

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/embedded-systems

EVAL kits and ready-to-use carrier boards  
as a starting point for own developments

Embedded Services Development Tools Accessories

Hardware Services

Software Services

For the development of embedded systems and 
COM modules we offer individual proposals 
including components and tools for numerous 
types of applications:

Evaluation Boards

The congatec eval boards provide access to all 
form factor specific signals by leading through 
standard interface sockets. Schematics of all eval 
boards are available. We provide congatec eval 
boards for ETX®, XTX™, COM Express® and 
Qseven®.

Starter Kits

Customers can immediately start their project by 
using the congatec starter kits. In addition to the 
eval boards, the development equipment includes 
power suppliers, memory units, drives, adapters 
and several cables. Congatec starter kits are 
available for XTX™, COM Express® and Qseven®.

• Stand-offs

• Cooling blocks

• MXM connectors

We support you with services for hardware and 
software, in order to get the best possible solu-
tion for your individual needs. No matter if you 
need our support for the development of carrier 
boards or for the implementation of complete 
computer systems – in embedded systems we 
are your partner with the following services:

• System development and production

• Development and production  
of COM carrier boards

• Design reviews:
1. Schematics review
2. Layout review

• System integration

• Conformity checks: 
PCI Express Gen 1–3, 
10base-T, 100base-T, GBE 
USB 2.0, 3.0

• Analogue signal simulations for signal integrity

• Support in CE conformity  
and EMV optimisation

• Certification according to medical norms

• Development of software solutions based  
on Linux, RTEMS and Windows Embedded  
as well as X86 and ARM architectures

• Development and modifications of BSPs  
and drivers

• Integration of peripheral components

• Transferring of legacy applications into modern 
environments

• Development of system features

• Performance optimisation

• Pre-installations of customised  
BIOS and operation system images

Embedded systems including customised  
interfaces and extended features

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Embedded%20Systems
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Embedded%20Systems
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/embedded-services/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/accessories/development-tools/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/embedded-systems/accessories/
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/TOUCHSCREENS

TOUCHSCREENS
Elektrosil offers  
a wide range of 
touchscreens for 

applications in almost every industry 
– from standard products to 
customised adjustments or specific 
product integrations. To offer you the 
best possible solution, all well-
known touch technologies are part 
of our product range.

Cover Film

ITO Film

ITO Glass

Resistive Touchscreens 

Highlight: True Flat Design

We offer analogue-resistive touch solutions in the 
established 4- and 5-wire varieties. This cost 
efficient technology with easy and stable control 
is perfectly suited for any input mechanism.

• Sizes from 3.8"–24" wide

• Life time: >10 million activations

• Light Touch (0.2 N) for almost identical haptics 
compared to projected capacitive touch 
screens

• Multi-touch 2point for zoom and rotation

• Transmission up to 90%

• Extended temperature range  
−30 °C to +80 °C

• Glass/film/glass technology for higher scratch 
resistance and chemical durability

• Extra features: anti-glare, anti-smudge, 
anti-Newton-ring

The True Flat design combines all the 
the benefits of the resistive 5-wire tech-
nology with the flat surface design of 
projected capacitive touchscreens.

• Customised models up to 24"

• Front-panel integration

• Water and dust proof according to IP65

• Easy cleaning

Resistive touchscreens

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/touchscreens/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/touchscreens/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/touchscreens/resistive/
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Your Benefits with Elektrosil
One-stop shop

Life cycle management

Flexibility in service and delivery

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/touchscreens

Projected Capacitive  
Touchscreens

Custom-specific Safety Glass for Infrared 
and Projected Capacitive Touchscreens

Infrared Touchscreens

This technology enables a flat surface installation 
and allows for high usability. Because of 
numerous design possibilities projected 
capacitive touchscreens are also used in 
industrial applications. They have excellent optical 
features, high IP protection and extremely high 
surface durability.

• Sizes from 2.8"–27" wide

• Standards with laminated glass

• Customised designs with cover glasses  
up to 8.0 mm

• Extremely high transmission

• Very good signal/noise ratio

• Multitouch and multigesture up to 16 points

• Sleep mode for very low energy consumption

• Operation with gloves possible

• Detection of water drops

• COB and COF controllers

• USB and I2C interface

Additional Services

Additional Services

Because the controller is integrated into the 
housing, we can offer infrared touch solutions as 
single and dual touch in very slim designs. For 
outdoor use we also design very durable surfaces 
with up to 12 mm thick security glass.

We help you to find the right cover glass  
or front screen for your application.

• Design variety through organic or ceramic  
screen prints

• Thermally hardened single safety glass

• Laminated cover glasses, shatter proof 
and splinter free

• Anti-reflective coating

• Etched glasses with gloss values of  
up to 120°

• Stacked glass for safe integration

• UV and IR protection

• Choice of suitable touch controllers

• Integration support and fine tuning

• Optical bonding of custom cover glass

• Driver support for Windows, Linux  
and Android

• Special safety glass for outdoor usage

• Adhesion according to IP65

• Integration support

• Creation of 3D models

• Sizes from 6.4"–52" wide

• Custom sizes

• Extra slim body design

• Minimal distance to cover glass

• USB interface

• One-off calibration, no drift

• Operation with gloves  
and several objects possible

• Multi touch: zoom and rotation  
without ghost-points

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Touchscreens
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Touchscreens
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/touchscreens/projected-capacitive/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/touchscreens/infrared/
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/DISPLAYS

DISPLAYS

Your applications are perfectly 
designed by us in quality and 
functionality using displays 

with enhanced optical 
characteristics and long 
product lifetime. With our 

extensive expertise in modern 
display technologies, Elektrosil 
realises customised visualisation 
solutions for your needs. Beyond 
standard displays we also fine-tune 
displays to your individual needs 
– up to fully customised designs.

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/displays

Passive Displays TFT Displays

We offer standard as well as custom 
solutions for passive displays.

• Character LCD: 8 x 1 to 40 x 4

• Graphic LCD: 32 x 122 to 240 x 320

• COB and COG variations

• Display modes in TN, STN, FSTN

• ASTN, DSTN & vertical alignment for improved 
optical characteristics

• Extended temperature range

• Huge variety of LED backlights

• RGB backlights for endless colour and  
design variations

In TFT displays we deliver you the perfect product 
for your needs: next to a chosen variety of sizes 
up to 21.5", our portfolio also includes custom 
modifications.

• Daylight suitable LED backlights up to  
1.000 cd/m with extended product lifetime

• TFTs with wider optical angles  
for enhanced visibility

• Wide temperature range –30 to +80 °C

• Open frame monitors with high quality  
TFT panels

We also realise individual solutions up to fully 
custom-specific TFT displays in special sizes 
and forms.

• Circuit board and housing manufacturing up 
to complete display units

• Graphic LCD with 4-wire resistive touch  
ex works

• Evaluation boards

• Optimised product life cycle 
management according to  
customers’ needs

• Controllers and/or interface based  
on customers’ demands

• Custom modification of 
backlights and polarisers 

• Evaluation kits and demo boards  
for demonstration

• Additional safety glass made from  
plastic and glass

Additional Services

Additional Services

TFTs

Passive displays

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/displays/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/displays/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Displays
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Displays
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/displays/passive-displays/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/displays/tft-displays/
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COM Module OS/Driver

HousingPeripherals

Manufacturing/
Logistics

COM Carrier Board

Touch

Display

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The coordination of several system 
components is just as complex as the 
adaptation to very different 
environmental variables. That’s why 
we support you when choosing 
components with regard to their 
integration and the tuning of the 
system itself.

Our long experience within several market and 
product segments guarantees an optimal product 
development:

 

• Custom COM carrier boards

• Integration of display and touch

• Integration of additional peripheral devices

• Construction of assemblies and housings

• Development and adjustment of  
operating systems and drivers 
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/POWER-SUPPLIES

POWER SUPPLIES

We develop power supply 
solutions that optimally meet 
your demands. Our service 
extends from standard power 
supplies via their custom 
modifications to completely 
new developments. 

We are well versed in the 
development of customised 
power supply solutions – 
from connectors to cooling. 

With our smart solutions 
you also benefit from the 
interdisciplinary exchange of 
our various product experts. 

We support you in medical, 
industrial and uninterruptible 
power supplies, LED adapters 
and power supplies for 
household appliances.

Medical Power Supplies

Adapter Plug Solutions

Solutions with Housings

Desktop Solutions

Open Board Solutions

We offer an extensive portfolio of medical power 
solutions according to the most current norm EN 
60601-1 3rd Edition in various models and 
designs:

• AC international plugs – as fixed and 
changeable types up to 36 W

• Power output and DC adapters  
in numerous designs

• Also available in special colours

• Modular single and multi output types

• Convection cooled single output types  
up to 300 W

• Models with fans up to 1600 W

• Series with peak power within seconds

• With various AC sockets in class I and II

• Fan-less device families with certification for 
up to 250 W (peak up to 400 W)

• Custom varieties

• Extensive variety of DC plugs

• Open board and U-shape models

• Solder modules with and without housings

• Series with peak power

• Plug connectors and spring clips

Installation units up to 30 kW, 
tested according to EN 60601,  
EN 60950 and EN 60335

DIN-rail units with high  
efficiency in small sizes

Built-in power supplies, desktop 
power supplies and adapter plugs 
according to 3rd Edition EN 60601-1 
for medical and industrial applications

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/medical-power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/medical-power-supplies/adapter-plug-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/medical-power-supplies/plug-solutions-with-housings/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/medical-power-supplies/desktop-plug-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/medical-power-supplies/open-board-power-supplies/
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Industrial Power Supplies

Adapter Plug Solutions

Solutions with Housings

Desktop Solutions

Open Board Solutions

For industrial applications we offer a wide variety 
of power supplies according to EN 60950-1 2nd 
Edition in various designs.

• For industrial use, ITE and consumers 

• Wide range of model series  
with fixed and exchangeable AC 
international plugs

• Diverse DC plug varieties

• Series up to 36 W output power

• Linear 50 Hz power plugs

• Custom varieties

• Also available in special colours

• All designs correspond to 2nd Edition  
for general industries

• Convection cooled single output types  
up to 300 W

• Performance up to 10 kW fan-cooled,  
up to 25 kW water cooled

• Series with peak power 

• Modular single and multi output types

• For industrial use, ITE and consumers 

• Numerous model series

• Desktop power supply class I and II

• Series with peak power

• Diverse DC plug designs

• Custom varieties

• Open board and U-shape models

• Solder modules with and without housings

• Series with peak power

• Plug connectors and spring clips

LED Power Supplies

Power Supplies for  
Domestic Appliances

LED lighting needs specific power supplies 
fulfilling high requirements. We offer power 
supplies in a variety of models for LED lighting 
technology. The diversity of types ranges from 
open board models, adapter plugs and desktop 
power supplies to models with housings for 
indoor and outdoor applications up to protection 
level IP68. Because there are models available 
with constant voltage formats as well as with 
constant power supply, they can not only be 
used for LED but also for other applications 
such as rough industrial environments.

Your Benefits with Elektrosil
Customised adaptations  
and complete solutions

Support throughout the entire 
design-in and after sales phase

EMV-debugging support even for 
standard adapter plugs

Support and coordination of safety 
approvals for customised units

Custom plug and desktop power supplies

LED power supplies

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/power-supplies

We offer power supplies in various designs 
in line with home appliance norms. The 
variety of types ranges from open board 
models, adapter plug models and desktop 
power supplies to models with housings 
for indoor and outdoor applications.

Lithium-ion Battery Packs
• Development and production of 

customised lithium-ion battery packs, 
including integrated protection and 
charging electronics

• Customised housings on demand

• Certification according to UN38.3

• Complete solutions  
including wireless charging feasible

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/industrial-power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/industrial-power-supplies/adapter-plug-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/industrial-power-supplies/plug-solutions-with-housings/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/industrial-power-supplies/desktop-plug-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/industrial-power-supplies/open-board-power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/led-power-supplies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/power-supplies/power-supplies-domestic-appliances/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Power%20Supplies
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Power%20Supplies
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/THERMAL-PRINTERS

THERMAL PRINTERS Elektrosil is your 
solution partner for 

effective, economic thermal printers. 
We combine our profound expert 
knowledge in this product area with 
our expertise for everything that is 
technically feasible and deliver the 
products that are 100% tailored 

to your industry’s requirements 
and applications. Besides standard 
printers, our portfolio also includes 
practical modifications as well as 
the development of completely 
customised printer solutions 
including software controllers. 

Printing Units
Kiosk, Panel, Desktop  
and Mobile Printers

We offer precise printers in 2", 3" and 
4" sizes with a long service life.

• Long service life

• Complete with or without cutter

• Paper widths from 58 to 114mm

• Wide temperature area from 
–25 °C to +70 °C

• High printing speeds

• Easy to maintain due to easy load 
mechanism and removable pressure roller

• Shock resistant

• High ESD resistance

• Kiosk printers in 2", 3", 4" and A4 sizes

• Desktop printers in 2" and 3" sizes

• Supply voltages from 5 to 24 VDC

• Long service life – up to 100 km head life 
and 2 million cuts

• Attractive design

• Easy paper loading mechanism

• Presenter with ejecting and retracting 
function

• Ticket printer with 3-way paper feed, 
„Triple Feeder“

• Numerous interfaces (serial, Centronix, 
USB, IRDA, WiFi)

• Ethernet connection:  
Remote query/status monitor

Customised solutions

Panel-mount printer in custom colour

Low weight, compact design 
and inexpensive

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/printing-units/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/kiosk-printers/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/panel-printers/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/desktop-printers/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/mobile-printers/
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Application Examples

Interfaces and Accessories

• Ticket machines, kiosk terminals

• Admission tickets

• Receipts

• Public transport tickets

• Parking tickets

• Bills

• Protocols

• Handheld applications

• Medical technology

• POS

• Labels

• Controller boards with various connections 
(TTL, serial, USB)

• Ethernet connection

• Paper roll holder

• Monitoring tool/front and logo maker

• Anti-shock case for portable printers

• Full or partial cutting

• Near paper end sensors

• Drivers for several Windows systems

• Matching power supplies

• Thermal paper rolls and winders

• Paper roll holder for paper rolls  
up to 180 mm  

Your Benefits with Elektrosil
Short time to market

Interdisciplinary development expertise  
for components

Profound industry know-how through 
long-lasting, successful cooperations with 
leading machine manufacturers

300 dpi graphic printers with 
up to 86 mm paper width

Controller boards with  
several connections

Desktop and panel  
printers with attractive designs

Mobile printer with Blue-tooth and 
infrared – optimised for iOS and Android

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/thermal-printers

High speed printer with patented 
anti-paper jam system

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/thermal-printers/accessories/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Thermal%20Printers
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Thermal%20Printers
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/CONNECTION-TECHNOLOGY

CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY 

Based on its many years of experience 
and the knowledge 
of industry-specific 
requirements, 
Elektrosil develops 

smart connectivity solutions. 
We provide extremely reliable 
connection solutions – from single 
components up to complex customised 
assembling. You benefit from our 
broad interdisciplinary know-how in 
technically adjoined engineering fields.

Cable Assemblies Connectors

We manufacture high quality cable connectors 
and moulded solutions for numerous electronic 
applications such as displays, HMI, industrial 
controls or sensor technology – M8, M12 etc. We 
also develop integrated wires including housings 
and electronics, as well as cable assemblies for 
adapter boards or extended IP protection.

Depending on design, size or connection 
type we develop connections tailored to 
the requirements of our clients. We develop 
connectors for board-to-wire, LVDS, Ethernet, 
USB, LWL as well as low-cost circular plugs 
(e. g. IP68). For special surface requirements 
due to rough industrial environments or for 
medical technology, Elektrosil picks the right 
materials and connectivity systems for you.

HDMI and USB socket connectors Wall ducts M8 and M12 moulding 
plug connectors

Industrial socket connectors

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/connection-technology/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/connection-technology/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/connection-technology/cable-assemblies/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/connection-technology/connectors/
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Your Benefits with Elektrosil
Development consultation and design of 
connectors and connectivity solutions

Material design and cost evaluation

Product design optimisation according  
to manufacturing processes in best-cost 
countries

3D measurements and 3D models, CAD

Higher integration of entire periphery  
in complex applications

Ribbon cables

Cable trees

Display cables Custom circular plug connectors and 
adapters

M12 sensor cables M8 wires Profinet wires

Customised cable assemblies

Fibre glass connectors IP connectivity solutions M8 and M12 socket connectors,  
self-configurable

Complex customised connector solutions

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/connection-technology

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Connection%20Technology
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Connection%20Technology
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/DRIVE-ENGINEERING

DRIVE ENGINEERING

Elektrosil offers suitable drive solutions 
for your needs. Being the exclusive 

distribution partner of 
”Bühler Motor“ in the 
sector of general 

industries, we exclusively offer DC 
motors by this manufacturer: DC and 
gear motors from stock for smaller 
demands as well as spare parts for the 
industry. Further-more we develop 
customised drive solutions: We optimise 
standard products and also develop 
complete solutions for drive technology.Product Ø mNm Power (W)

DC Motors

1.16.011.xxx 24 – 1.9–3.8

1.13.078.xxx 23 – 4.1

1.13.021.xxx 31 – 2.8–10

1.13.055.xxx 35 – 13

1.13.046.xxx 40 – 19

1.13.044.xxx 52 – 47–56

1.13.075.xxx 76 – 75–92

Water pumpsDC motorsEC motors

DC Gear Motors

1.61.065.xxx – 300 0.5

1.61.042.xxx – 600 2.4

1.61.046.xxx – 300 2.7

1.61.050.xxx – 5,000 19

1.61.117.xxx – 800 2.2

1.61.077.xxx – 2,000 8.5

BLDC Water Pumps

1.24.021.xxx – – 12

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/drive-engineering

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/drive-engineering/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/drive-engineering/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Drive%20Engineering
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Drive%20Engineering
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ELEKTROSIL.COM/EN/COOLING-SOLUTIONS

COOLING SOLUTIONS

Whether to support electronic functions 
or just for more comfort 
– fans are most effective 
when they are tailored to 
their surroundings. We 

integrate cooling solutions into your 
systems to fit perfectly. To achieve that 
we use our know-how as well as 
decades of experience in development 
and manufacturing processes.

Elektrosil develops customised solutions 
for cooling and heat management – 
from fans up to complete systems  
for the following sectors:

General Industries

Green Energy Domestic Appliances

Automotive Medical Technology

Customised fan technologies – from power 
plugs to cables tailored to your demands. 
Our services include system solutions, for 
example specific fan trays made of metal or 
plastic – as well as industrial fans of patented 
classes IP68 and IP55 and standard fans.

For technologies in the renewable energy sector 
we offer system solutions for ventilation with 
safety guard and cooling unit for example. We 
develop AC/DC fans with a high efficiency factor, 
which can be regulated during voltage operation. 
Our services include patented IP68/IP55 and TÜV 
certified fans as well as filter fans.

Specific ventilation drives for domestic 
appliances, which fulfil numerous demands  
for comfort and energy efficiency.

Intelligent ventilation solutions for vehicles. 
We combine engineering know-how with 
clever design-in while constantly considering 
cost optimisation. For years we support 
clients in the automotive industry as a 
Tier1 and Tier2 supplier. We have developed 
cooling solutions for entertainment and 
comfort systems for established OEMs.

We develop ventilation solutions which perfectly 
fit the high quality demands of the medical 
sector. These include system solutions with safety 
guards and cooling units as well as ventilation 
units for patented classes IP68 and IP55 that are 
manufactured using our own patented processes.

Your Benefits with Elektrosil
100 % final test

Safety stock

Interdisciplinary development expertiseIP68 fan

Blowers

System solutions

elektrosil.com/en/ 
success-stories/cooling-solutions

http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/general-industries/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/green-energy/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/domestic-appliances/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/automotive/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/products/cooling-solutions/medical-technology/
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Cooling%20Solutions
http://www.elektrosil.com/en/success-stories/all-success-stories/?productsector=Cooling%20Solutions
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Headquarters Berlin
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10829 Berlin
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Production, Factory 2
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Phone +49 (0)9604 92 17-0 

Fax +49 (0)9604 92 17-10

Production, Factory 3
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